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We show that the usual model in which folded mountain chains are assumed to originate
by lateral compressiondoes not constitute a unique explanation. An alternative model, here
only developedqualitatively, is proposedin which undulationsof originally horizontal strata
are producedby lumps of crustalmaterial that rise from below and attach themselvesto the
bottom of continentalplates. This model corresponds
to the orogenicprocessthat can be
observedwhen basaltic material is molten, and then rises at a Gutenberg seismicfault zone
that slopesdown toward a continent.

The idea that mountainrangesare generated
by lateral compressionhas a long and distinguishedhistory. The model is, however, not
unique as we shall demonstratein this note. An
alternate model is obtained by assumingthat
crustal material is added to a continental plate
from below; this addition, by isostasy,leads
to a bucklingof the upper layer that in practice
is indistinguishable
from corrugations
that could
arise by compression.We make no claim that
either the compressionmechanismor our accretion mechanismis unique and excludesthe
other, but it appears likely on a variety of
grounds that the accretion mechanismis the
more widespreadof the two.
The buckling of thin rods and plates under
longitudinalcompression
was first treated by
Euler. It is a case of 'geometrical'instability
where the buckled plate has a lower energy
than the merelycompressed
one,and thereforeis
themorestableconfiguration.
If we areconcerned
with the bucklingof a continentalplate in orog-

eny,we are dealingwith plasticratherthan with
elastic deformation. Compressivebuckling is
usually inferred in geologyfrom the corrugation of strata that must originally have been
fiat-lying. But we shouldrememberthat any
undulation of strata near the surfacemust, by

crust/mantle,the amplitudesof the latter will
be about six times larger than the amplitude
of the surface undulations.

If

the maximum

amplitudeof the bottom undulationwere comparableto the thicknessof the crust (say, for
example,36 km from peak to bottom), the
undulations

near the surface would

have

a

vertical amplitude of 6 km, which seemsvery

largeindeed.We may conclude
that in general
the bucklingof a continental
plate as observed
in terms of the undulationsof geologicalstrata

is ratherdifferentfroma geometrical
instability:
Unless the amplitude of the top strata ap-

proaches
6 km vertically,therewill be a middle
part of the continental
layer that is only compressed
whilecorrugations
are extrudedat the
bottomby an as yet poorlyunderstoodprocess.
Since we shall show presently that an accretionmechanismleadsto fairly uniformbuck-

ling of the top strata,it doesnot seemthat
one can discriminate between the two mech-

anismson the evidenceof warpedlayersalone.
There is one unambiguous
observable
criterion
that distinguishes
betweenhorizontalcompression and horizontal tension: Thrust faults in-

dicatecompression
at the time of their forma-

tion,andnormalfaultscorrespondingly
indicate
tension. But there seemsto be no evidence that

isostasy,be accompanied
by an undulationof so-calledfolded mountain ranges are uniquely
oppositesignat the bottomof the continental correlatedwith thrust faults; so the actual
plate and, with the usualratio of densitiesof pictureis likely to be muchmore complicated.
Consider now the alternate, the formation
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of a mountain by accretion of crustal material

building by lateral compressionand by accre-

from

tion from below.

below.

We

shall

consider

a

somewhat

schematicalmodel in which the displacement
of any particle of the crustal plate is thought
of as purely vertical (Figure 1). Let there be
an originally flat stratum, and let it be deformed into a layer of sinusoidalshape, say

y --

of South America

where A/2 and h are width and height of the
bulge, as indicated in Figure 1. The bulge is
thought of as cylindrical in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the paper. A strip
parallel to the cylinderaxis of width dx will by
the deformation

be stretched to

dX' ----(dx2 -]- dy2)
1/2- [1 -]- (dy/dx)2]
1/2dx
or for small dy/dx, approximately

dx' -- [1 + «(dy/dx)•] dx
The stretchingwill be maximum at the points
x -- 0 and x ----X/2; at thesepoints

dx'= I • -•

dx

Let now the curve in Figure 1 represent a
deformed layer that was originally of uniform
thickness,D. The equation of continuity re-

quiresthat D decreases
at the samerate as dx
increases,that is,

Dt_I1

We now consider briefly the tectonic conditions under which the appearanceof mountain
ranges is observed.A particularly simple case
is that of the Andes. It seemsextremely difiqcult to conceive of compressire stressesthat
act only on a strip of land at the west coast
but leave all the remainder

of the continent unaffected. On the other hand,
there is clearly some relationship between the
mountains, the trench off the coast, and the
Gutenbergseismicfault that slopesdown (under
about 45ø) toward the continent. Now, little
doubt remains at the present state of geo-

physicalknowledgethat material of the lithosphere, a layer of about 60-75 km thickness
at the top of the mantle, is sliding down along
the Gutenbergfault zone [Isacks and Molnar,
1969]. A number of authors have proposed
that this layer takes the thin oceanic crust
down with it, by friction. At some depth the
basaltic

material

of the

oceanic

crust

melts

and so doesany basalticmaterial that may be
contained in pockets of the lithosphere, not
having had the time to rise all the way to the
surface. Such pockets may develop whenever
the lithosphere,on risingnear submarineridges,
has cooledenoughto prevent further penetration by basalt. Oxburgh and Turcotte [1968]
have, moreover, suggestedthat the frictional
heat of downslidingalong the Gutenbergfault
makes a major contribution to the heat of
melting of the basalt.

The material thus released rises to the botat the points x -- 0 and x -- A/2. As an example,let 2h/k -- 1/20 that representsa slope tom of the continentalplate, and a bulge at
the top will be formed as a consequence
of
of 9 ø at x -- 0. The decrease in D is found to
be 1.2%. Given the large random errors in isostasy.In folded mountains there may be
geologicalfield measurements,
such a varia- more than one bulge; several chains,can occur
tion can hardly be identified. This would even in parallel. In such casesit is probably best
be so if the amplitude of the undulationwere to imaginethat there i'soriginally a periodicity
appreciablylarger than just assumed.We see in time, for instancean intermittent releaseof
basalt at succeeding
time intervals. This can be
therefore that the existence of undulations in
converted
into
a
periodicity
in space if this
originally fiat layers does not constitutea
criterion for distinguishingbetweenmountain processis combinedwith a uniform horizontal
sliding. For instance,the continentmay grow
at its edgesand the trench and Gutenbergfault
may correspondingly
migrate toward the ocean.
But it seems premature to work out a too
specializedmodel; such• modelwill eventually
•k/2
t
have to grow out of the interpretation of concrete geologicalobservations.
Fig. 1.
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It is uncertain how many mountain chains
are to be explained in terms of an accretion
mechanism,but this might well be the majority
of those known. Consider specificallythe vast
system of mountain ranges that extends from
Western Europe all along the southernpart of
the Eurasian

continent

In accordance

with current

until

well

into

China.

ideas on continental

drift we may conceiveof Africa, together with
Arabia and India, as having drifted northward
from the southern hemisphereuntil these continental blocks abutted against the Eurasian
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homogeneous
mantledrivenpurelyby thermal
instabilitythat a symmetry
between
compressive and tensile stressesshould exist. There are

severaleffectsthat wouldintroduce
asymmetry,
of which the two most significantonesseemto

be: First, a thermalasymmetry
owingto the
low heat conductivity;thus sinkingmaterial
remains
coldfor a longtime,whereas
risingmaterialcancoolmorereadilybecause
it endsup
near the surface.A second
mechanism
favoring

asymmetryof stressesis the rising of basaltic
materialfrom the interiorinto the crust,there
continent. Before this collisi'on of continents the
being no reverseto this process.If mantle
vast system of mountain ranges would everyconvectionas we know it at presenthas been
where have been very close to the southern goingon at a steadyrate throughoutthe life
coast of Eurasia. A string of Gutenberg faults of the earth this last-namedeffect mi'ght be
near the coastwill have two dynamicaleffects.In
rather small; but if, as is quite possible,mantle
the first placethere will be a migration of ocean convectionhas been much strongerduring the
bottom northward, the ocean bottom carrying last sixth of the earth's life than before,then
the continental blocks with it; it may even be this effect of asymmetry may be far from
presumed that the abutment of the blocks
created

a sufficient

counterforce

to terminate

negligible.
We are therefore led to consider an earth

this systemtogether with the related east-west model in which tensile stresses are more widetrenches, of which trenches no trace seemsto spread and usually strongerthan compressive
be left at present. In the secondplace, such a ones. This view should by no means be intermechanism would provide a source for the preted as implying an overall expansionof
basaltic material that produced the mountain the earth such as would be causedby a decline
chains by accretion from below.--Another case of the constant of gravity on a cosmological
of a folded mountain range that comesto mind scale,an idea proposedby a number of physiare the Appalachians.Their creationby a simi- cists.Such decreaseof gravity, if rapid enough
lar processwould require a Gutenberg fault to produce and maintain significant stressesin
zone to have existed at the east coast of North
the solid earth as againstrelaxation,would have
These
America during the period of the Paleozoic observable astrophysicalconsequences.
where these mountains originated. This would latter have been investigated [Pochoda and
most likely lead to the conclusionthat the Schwarzschild, 1964], and evidence has been
histories of the North and South Atlantic were
given that no more than a minute rate of
quite different.There is no evidencethat would decline of gravity would be admissible, not
contradict the view that South America and
enough to have a significant influence upon
Africa for a long time formed one continent the dimensions of the earth. We are therefore
that then broke up with the pieces drifting disregardingthe possibility of this effect.
The mechanicallysimplestway of producing
apart; but clearly the processesaround the
North Atlantic must have been far more coma widespreadsystemof horizontaltensilestresses
near the surface is by having localized forces
plex.
We cannot concludethesesuggesti'ons
without that pull material down in certain limited reinquiring into the statistical distribution and gions.It may be shownthat the down-pulldoes
the averages of horizontal stressesover the occurat the Gutenbergfault zones[Isacksand
earth. The general impressionis that with a Molnar, 1969]. The mantle material there beschemeof orogenyof the type proposed,tensile comes heavier because it loses its basaltic comstressesaveragedover the earth might be con- ponent, either the oceaniccrust or other masiderablyin excessover compressive
ones.This terial enclosedin pocketsof the lithosphere,as
i'dea is not in contradiction to theory. It is alreadymentioned.Furthermorethe mantle maonly if onecontemplates
a modelof a chemically terial may well undergoa transformationinto
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a denser phase; and this will occur at lower
pressures,that is, closer to the surface, when

coursealways deviator stresses.The isotropic
meanhydrostaticstresschangesthe bulk prop-

the material

erties of the material

is cold than

it would

occur in a

but has little effect on

plastic properties that involve any sort of

static mantle.

The lithospherewill now tend to equali'zethe anisotropy.)
horizontal stressesby suitable deformationsor
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